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Writing (on social media) is a public performance you use to curate who you are to the world – Shaomei Wu @ ICWSM 2018



Motivation
• Social media sharing is driven by a number of considerations: e.g., social identity, social 

desirability & the need to belong.
• What are the implications for self-disclosure? 

• Self-presentation may vary for different audiences on different social media platforms.

• Supervised language models trained on one dataset, are used willy-nilly, without considering 
• Platform differences.
• Vocabulary differences
• Demographic differences
• Cultural differences
• Geographic differences …



Background

• Supervised language models are trained on social media posts labeled 

with users’
• age and gender (Sap et. al 2014)

• personality (Schwartz et al 2013)

• mental health factors: depression (De Choudhury et. al 2013)

• Training data may be collected through surveys or hashtags



Audience question!

Are you:
• More ‘emo’ on Facebook? (Lin & Qiu, 2013)
• More ‘open’ with your Twitter audience? (Granovetter, 1973 ; Small, 2017)



Background

• Few studies have explored whether users prefer one platform to self-disclose:
• College students on Twitter are more likely to manifest a narcissistic personality 

through their Twitter activity (Davenport et al., 2004)
• Facebook statuses were more emotional and interpersonal, while the tweets were 

more casual, explicit and less negative (Lin & Qiu, 2013).
• (There are) age and gender preferences for Facebook and Twitter use (Hughes et al., 

2012)



Research Questions
• [RQ1] Predicting user traits: How do language models trained on Facebook and Twitter language, 

perform at predicting user traits?

• [RQ2] Cross-platform predictive accuracy: How do models trained on Facebook perform on Twitter 
and vice-versa? 

• [RQ3] Facebook vs Twitter:
• [RQ3a] Linguistic differences: Which post features are the most predictive of the platform it is 

found on?
• [RQ3b] Demographic differences: What are the demographic differences in Twitter and 

Facebook use?
• [RQ3c] Language sampling differences: What is the role of language sample size in model 

performance?



Contributions
• [RQ1] Predicting user traits: How do language models trained on Facebook and Twitter language, 

perform at predicting user traits?
• Facebook does better than Twitter, overall

• [RQ2] Cross-platform predictive accuracy: How do models trained on Facebook perform on Twitter 
and vice-versa? 

• Predictive performance drops, especially for models trained on Twitter language

• [RQ3] Facebook vs Twitter:
• [RQ3a] Linguistic differences: Which post features are the most predictive of the platform it is 

found on?
• More emotional expression on Facebook, more collaborative and interpersonal language on Twitter

• [RQ3c] Language sampling differences: What is the role of language sample size in model 
performance?

• The performance gap disappears when the language samples are the same size!



Approach

• Build supervised models from Facebook and Twitter language to 

predict user traits

• demographic traits - age and gender 

• psychological traits - general empathetic concern (Davis, 1983) and stress 

(Cohen, Kessler and Gordon, 1997).

• Compare Facebook and Twitter usage in terms of the linguistic and 

demographic features



Data description

• 523 participants to a Qualtrics survey who had posted at least 1700 

words on Facebook and Twitter

• 229 Females; 294 Males; median age 38.

• Average posts/user: 1238 (Facebook); 1649 (Twitter)

• Median words/post: 18 (Facebook); 17 (Twitter)

• Average words/post: 23.8 (Facebook); 17.12 (Twitter)



Linguistic feature extraction

Language in posts is represented as normalized frequencies of: (a) n-
grams (words and phrases) (b) theory-driven lexica and (c) topics 
modeled on n-grams and word embeddings
• Tokenization: Using HappierFunTokenizer to identify n-grams (DLATK; Schwartz 

et al., 2017).

• Theory-driven lexica: Relative frequencies of parts of speech, psycho-linguistic 
conceptual categories and emotional words, from Linguistic Inquiry and Word 
Count (LIWC) (Pennebaker, Booth, and Francis 2007).

• Topic models: Probabilistic LDA topics (Schwartz et al., 2017) and Word2Vec 
topics (Preotiuc-Pietro et al. 2015) built on a large social media corpus and 
available as an open resource.



Results: [RQ1] 
How do language models trained on Facebook and Twitter language, perform at predicting user traits? 

Prediction accuracies for age (Mean Absolute Error (MAE) in years), gender (Accuracy %), empathy and stress 
(Pearson’s r) averaged over a five-fold stratified cross-validation across 523 users
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Results: [RQ2]
How do models trained on Facebook perform on Twitter and vice-versa? 

Cross-platform results for Age (Mean Absolute Error - MAE), Gender (Accuracy), Empathy (Pearson’s r) and Stress 
(Pearson’s r). Five-fold cross-validation, trained on the source domain and tested on the held-out sample. (FB: 
Facebook).
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Results [RQ3a]
Which post features are the most predictive of the platform it is found on?

Summary of the LIWC-based classifier, showing the top most predictive LIWC categories for Facebook (blue) 
and Twitter (red). ∗∗∗: p< 0.001 level; ∗ : p< 0.05
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Results [RQ3c]
What is the role of language sample size in model performance?

The decrease in (a) Mean Absolute Error for predicting age, and (b) the increase in accuracy for predicting 
gender, to the point where Facebook (blue) and Twitter (red) language models are comparable for the same 
number of words-per-post.
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Language sampling experiments

• Each post in Facebook gives more information about the user’s 
demographic traits than each corresponding post on Twitter 

• If the same number of words are available, Facebook outperforms 
Twitter at predicting gender (p < 0.01)

• If the same number of posts and words are available, Twitter 
outperforms Facebook at predicting gender (p < 0.01)



$$$ BONUS RESULTS $$$



Conclusion & Limitations

• Users (in our dataset) do prefer to self-disclose more on Facebook 
than on Twitter
• The reasons are both, linguistic and quantitative.

• Users in our dataset
• Express more negative emotion and higher need to belong on Facebook 

than on Twitter
• Express more ambitions and problems on Twitter than Facebook

• Different privacy levels? Replies-to?

http://wwbp.org/papers/ICWSM_18_Crossplatform.pdf



Recommendations

• One-size-fits-all? No...

• Supervised domain adaptation for Twitter language models

• The minimum language sample >= 200 words per user

• Use geo-located “super-users”

http://wwbp.org/papers/ICWSM_18_Crossplatform.pdf



Q & A

http://wwbp.org/papers/ICWSM_18_Crossplatform.pdf

“... I am the egg man
They are the egg men

I am the walrus
Goo goo g'joob”

The Beatles

@feedkoko



Results [RQ3b]
What are the demographic differences in Facebook and Twitter use?

BH-corrected Pearson correlations of topics with Social Media platform and age.

http://wwbp.org/papers/ICWSM_18_Crossplatform.pdf
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